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Participants: Inspector, Council, 28198 Lands Improvement Holdings 
(with Hearing Statement), 32273 Vanderbilt Strategic and Redrow Homes, 
32280 Cala Group and William Hardy charity. 32315 Persimmon Homes 
and Cala Homes, 30814 Hampden Fields Action Group, 32001 Arnold 
White Estates (with Hearing Statement).  
 

Summary of issues 

In response to my observation (Q2iv) that paragraphs 4.37 and 4.38 of 
the Plan set requirements which are not included in the allocation policy 
itself, the Council has responded that the policy text will be revised to 
include these.  My understanding of the thrust of the representations is 
that 

• Part of the site was not promoted to the Council and so may not be 
deliverable (32315 Persimmon Homes and Cala Homes) 

• The site has multiple landowners and so may be delayed (32315 
Persimmon Homes and Cala Homes, 32001 Arnold White Estates) 

• The site is dependent on delivery of HS2 and associated 
infrastructure and so may be delayed (32315 Persimmon Homes 
and Cala Homes) (but cf 32282 Cala Group and William Hardy 
Charity – no justification for this statement and 28198 Lands 
Improvement Holdings that development of the allocation is not 
dependent on the South East Link Road) 

• Parts of the site are free of constraints and need not be delayed 
(32282 Cala Group and William Hardy Charity, 32174 Vanderbilt 
Strategic and Redrow homes) 

• Requirement for an SPD is unnecessary and would cause delay 
(32282 Cala Group and William Hardy Charity, 28198 Lands 
Improvement Holdings) 

• Timing of prerequisite transport improvements need not delay 
delivery.  Timing of other infrastructure can be controlled through 
conditions and planning obligations. (32282 Cala Group and William 
Hardy Charity) 

• Water network capacity is lacking (29264 Thames Water) 

• Wastewater network capacity is lacking (29264 Thames Water) 

• The allocation has greater capacity than indicated (32282 Cala 
Group and William Hardy Charity, 28198 Lands Improvement 
Holdings) 



 

 

• Requirement (b) for 5 Gypsy and Traveller pitches is unjustified and 
unevidenced (32282 Cala Group and William Hardy Charity, 28198 
Lands Improvement Holdings) 

• In the light of NHS representation to the effect that it does not 
support temporary accommodation and would only wish to fund 
new 5-GP practices catering for at least 10,000 population, is 
requirement (q) justified? (29329 Chiltern and Aylesbury Vale 
Clinical Commissioning Groups).  The Infrastructure Delivery Plan 
proposes arrangements consistent with the NHS representations, 
not with VALP provisions (28198 Lands Improvement Holdings) 

• The retention of the Grade II listed Magpie Cottage with an 
appropriate setting should be a site-specific requirement (29487 
Historic England) 

• The allocation includes sites deemed unsuitable for development in 
HELAA 2015 and which flood (32036 Claudia Belardo) 

• Coalescence between Stoke Mandeville and Aylesbury will result 
(32036 Claudia Belardo) 

• There is duplication between criteria f, g, h, i, j, k, m, n and r and 
other policies of the plan. (32282 Cala Group and William Hardy 
Charity, 28198 Lands Improvement Holdings) 

The Council’s responses 

The council has explained its rationale for including land not promoted for 
development and the steps it is taking to bring that land forward. 

The council has made an interim response to water network capacity 
issues. 

In the response to my Q31, the Council writes that “the VALP does not 
make provision for, nor support the inclusion of temporary port-a-cabins 
as a principle or on individual sites”  But provisions (q) of allocation 
AGT1,(r) of allocation AGT2, (t) of allocation AGT3, (p) of allocation AGT4 
and (i) of allocation AGT6 require “on-site health facilities and community 
buildings (including temporary buildings if necessary)”, so presumably the 
Council will be proposing a Modification to delete the references to 
temporary buildings. (My follow-up Q110 refers). 

The elaboration of Nicola Lester’s original letter now contained within the 
Council’s response explains the ambition “to potentially create one new 
“super” practice” taking the form of “a multi-purpose health and social 
care hub” which presumably means that the three separate requirements 
for new “on site” provision contained within each of allocations AGT1 (q), 
AGT2(r) AGT3 (t) and AGT4(p) will also require Modification in favour of a 
proposal for a single facility on one of the three allocations.  (My follow-up 
Q110 refers). 

The Council has responded to other point in its response to my Q56 

 

 

 



 

 

Matters for discussion 

 

1) Have I correctly understood the thrust of the representations? 

2) Is an SPD necessary? 

3) Is the phasing indicated robust? 

4) Is the capacity justified? 

5) Are water and waste-water issues a showstopper? 

6) Flood risk issues 

7) Gypsy & Traveller requirement 

8) On-site health facility requirement 

9) Requirement for local centre including community hall 

10) Requirement for heritage protection 

11) Unnecessary duplication of policy stated elsewhere 

12) Does coalescence matter? 

 

P. W. Clark 
Inspector 

05.07.18 

 

 


